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Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4 

Curves can be used for____________ masking opacity exposure roto 

What is key light roto tool chroma tool CC tool lighting tool 

This is also known as mother software in CG world  silhoette photoshop after effects nuke 

Which of the following color can be used for chroma 
keying 

pink red purple blue 

DV stands for….. Dimensional video Distorted video digital video digital value 

What is CGI ? computer 
generated Imegery  

computer gatherd 
imege 

cropped genune 
imege  

Computer 
granted imegery 

Which of the following is a Node based software Premiere pro Natron After effects Maya 

What does A' stand for in RGBA ? Alter All Alpha Ambient 

Which hotkey used for color correction O R C B 

Which of the following doesn’t indicate the purpose of 
stereoscope? 

 Relation between 
convergence and 
accommodation 

Line of sight 
Justification 

Perception of 
depth 

 Assisting eyes on 
the image 

To open an Import file dialog box Double click viewer 
panel 

Double click out 
put window 

Right click Layer  
panel 

hit Play button 

In Resolution format 'i' stands for? image integrated  interlaced internal 

what does Alpha represents in an Image? color strength volume opacity 

Which is green screen effect ? color correction  mask color picker chroma key 

which of the following is image format ? MP3 TIFF OBJ rgb 

Which nodes filter or transform their inputs, to produce 
one or more outputs 

output node Processing node input node merge node 

Minimum how many mirrors are used in case of a mirror 
stereoscope. 

4 2 1 3 

Which of the following indicates the correct set of 
Stereoscope classification? 

 Mirror stereoscope 
and prism 
stereoscope 

 Mirror 
stereoscope and 
plane table 
stereoscope 

Mirror 
stereoscope and 
lens stereoscope 

Lens stereoscope 
and plane table 
stereoscope 
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what is undesired information that contaminates an 
image 

blur noise opacity light 

In Resolution format P' stands for? pixels progressive picture points 

720p format has resolution of 720 X________ 1280 1080 720 560 

 


